
Broad Street at Exchange Street, Pawtucket, RI
Existing Intersection

small bus stop does not 
accommodate volume of 
transit vehicles or comply 
with current RIPTA bus 
stop design guidelines

no bicycle 
accommodations 
present at 
this major 
intersection

lack of streets trees 
or other greenery 
contributes to ‘hard,’ 
vehicle-focused 
character of street

wide intersection 
without refuge 
islands makes 
crossing difficult 
for pedestrians

awkward parking configuration 
uses space inefficiently which 
could be dedicated to other 
uses

complex street 
and turn around 
configuration 
divides usable 
pedestrian space

wide intersection devoted to 
vehicular through travel lacks 
pedestrian-scale ammenities 
to encourage people to remain 
in the space and support local 
businesses. 

large curb radii and slip lane designed 
to accommodate large vehicles allow 
motorists in smaller vehicles to turn 
at excessive speeds, endangering 
other road users



Sketch Concept A
Broad Street at Exchange Street, Pawtucket, RI

exclusive pedestrian signal 
phase can minimize conflicts 
with vehicular traffic and 
allow diagonal crossing.

raised crossing 
communicates pedestrian 
priority and  serves as 
gateway to pedestrian-
scaled downtown streets

floating bus island routes 
bicyclists behind bus stop, 
to avoid bus-bike conflicts

left-turn queue box 
provides a location 
for bicyclists to 
wait while making 
two-stage left turn.

bus hub: capacity for two 
40’ buses, with space 
for shelters, benches, 
trash bins, and other 
furnishings. 

cafe seating
bench seating

raised turn around 
functions as shared 
street, providing 
continuous 
pedestrian space

opportunity for restaurant seating and 
event programming. flush shared-
street provides parallel parking and 
public space for markets or special 
events.



Sketch Concept B
Broad Street at Exchange Street, Pawtucket, RI

mountable aprons accomodate 
large vehicles (same as existing 
design) and help to reduce turning 
speeds of smaller vehicles by 
tightening intersection geometry.

exclusive pedestrian signal phase can 
minimize conflicts with vehicular traffic 
and allow diagonal crossing.

shared bus-bike lane/
shared bus and right turn 
lane on approach for 
improved transit service

raised crossing 
communicates pedestrian 
priority and  serves as 
gateway to pedestrian-
scaled downtown streets

bus hub: capacity for two 
40’ buses, with space 
for shelters, benches, 
trash bins, and other 
furnishings. 

opportunity for restaurant seating and 
event programming. flush shared-
street provides parallel parking and 
public space for markets or special 
events.

cafe seating
bench seating

raised turn around 
functions as shared 
street, providing 
continuous 
pedestrian space



awkward parking configuration 
uses space inefficiently which 
could be dedicated to other 
uses
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1   pedestrian refuge island
2   street trees and vegetation
3   public space/outdoor dining

4   raised crossing
5   shared-street turn-around
6   exclusive pedestrian phase
7   vehicular- and pedestrian-scaled 

lighting
8   updated traffic signals / street 

signs

9   floating bus island / transit hub
10   bicycle left-turn queue box
11   bicycle lanes
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1   pedestrian refuge island
2   street trees and vegetation
3   public/outdoor dining space

4   raised crossing
5   shared-street turn-around
6   shared bus-bike lane
7   transit hub
8   updated traffic signals / street 

signs

9   vehicular- and pedestrian-scaled 
lighting

10   mountable truck aprons
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